Dear Mrs. Karpova,

my name is Marta Lusena and I am writing on behalf of OmniScriptum Publishing and Lambert Academic Publishing - one of our imprints.

Several of our authors have pointed out misleading and incorrect information about our imprint stated on your website - http://www.library.spbu.ru/blog/?p=6231

As the article is dated July 25th, 2017 and has not been updated, it contains the following incorrect and false information (marked red):

1) "данное издательство, входящее в издательскую группу VDM Publishing" - VDM Publishing as a publisher does not operate since 2013. Lambert Academic Publishing is part of the OmniScriptum group.

2) "осуществляет публикацию книг без рецензирования, редактирования и корректуры" - Lambert Academic Publishing and OmniScriptum publications pass through a) copyright control, b) quality assurance control, c) print management and d) formatting control.

We design the covers for our authors, make sure the titles are printed in various formats compatible with printing requirements of our partners, for example, Kindle Enterprises (Amazon), Lightning Source (Ingram Content Group), Hachette Livre and others

3) "Издавая свой труд в издательстве LAP, автор теряет все права на переиздание и распространение работы." - this is by far the most false statement in the whole article. Publication contracts of Lambert Academic Publishing clearly state that the author retains full copyright to his / her work, full rights to republish the work in part or fully with another publisher at any time, full rights to license his work to other publishers, distribute etc. Lambert Academic Publishing does not take away any authors copyrights. Tens of thousands of authors can certify to this.

4) "Книга печатается в режиме print-on-demand, обязательные экземпляры ни в библиотеки, ни в Книжную палату не представляются" - upon request Lambert Academic Publishing provides library deposit copies to libraries in countries of origin for the author. As the Publisher is not based in Russia, the legal norms to provide copies of all titles to the Russian National Library do not apply, nevertheless when there is need, LAP always welcomes such requests.

I hereby ask you to remove the incorrect information from your website. Please note that we will take all legal un public relations measures at our disposal if needed to counter the false information spread online about our company.
I am certain that Saint Petersburg State University does not adhere to policy of spreading bluntly incorrect information, as doing so is not compatible with the high academic standards of your university.

I remain at your disposal for any further questions,

Marta Lusena, LL.M
General Counsel

e: m.lusena@omniscriptum.com
w: www.omniscriptum.com

Order your books here:
www.morebooks.de